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Energy Balance
Put very simply, your body’s weight and body composition is intricately tied to energy balance. Energy balance 
consists of energy expended and energy consumed. ‘Energy consumed’ meaning calories from food. ‘Energy 
expended’ meaning the calories burned through exercise and the body’s basic functions.  
 
Regardless of the food source, you can still lose weight, maintain weight or gain weight. This means theoretically that 
you could eat McDonalds for breakfast, lunch and dinner and still be losing weight. This isn’t a great way of eating of 
course, as it is detrimental to performance and health in multiple ways.

‘Toning up’ is a common misnomer usually referring to improving body composition. That is, losing fat and gaining 
muscle. These two things almost always occur in separate stages. Some exceptions to this rule are people who are 
very new to training, deconditioned lifters, and elite level sportspeople.

Gaining Weight
When aiming to gain muscle, you must eat in a caloric surplus and provide enough stimulus to grow the muscle. 
During this process, muscle will be gained as well as fat. While controlling the amount of additional calories you 
consume can help to decrease the amount of fat gained, it is very unlikely you will avoid gaining some fat. 

The best diet is one that you can stick to – not one that you adopt on and off. 

Maintaining Weight
If you have been eating a certain way for a long time and have been a particular weight for many years, then it’s likely 
you have found a way of eating that you can sustain. Perhaps this diet could still be tweaked, but for the most part it is 
easy and ‘second nature’ to you – and this is reflected by your weight set point. 

Weight maintenance means that your average calories consumed over an extended period of time match your calories 
expended over that same period of time.

Losing Weight
Losing weight requires you to be in a caloric deficit one way or another. That is, intentionally or unintentionally eating 
less than your body is expending. When we talk about wanting to losing weight, what we are really talking about is 
losing fat. Losing muscle simultaneously is very detrimental yet common. It usually results in decreased strength, 
power, energy, and metabolism. Muscle is ‘metabolically active’ tissue. This means that muscle has high energy 
demands, and therefore losing muscle will result in ‘losing’ metabolism. 

It is very important to minimise muscle losses on your quest to lose fat. This can be done by increasing the  
portion of your food coming from protein, evenly distributing protein food throughout the day, and continuing  
to exercise appropriately. 

Sustainability and adherence above all 
 
You haven’t failed the diet; the diet has failed you. If diets really worked, the dieting industry wouldn’t be worth  
billions of dollars. Research shows that 95% of people who lose weight will regain it or more within 3 years.  
Let that sink in. If that statistic doesn’t terrify you, I’m not sure what will! This is the industry’s dirty secret that  
nobody talks about.  
 
Why don’t diets work? Because they’re all restrictive in some way and are never made to suit YOU – your lifestyle, 
your goals, your attitudes towards food. This is also why meal plans don’t work. Plenty of research shows that  
people don’t adhere to meal plans. It may be tolerable temporarily, but can almost never be sustained. That begs  
the question, what does work? Sustainability and adherence – above any specific diet. 
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Often people are looking for the secret to weight loss. The reality is, there is no secret. However, awareness  
of the above statistic and adherence to a sustainable diet is the closest thing to being the secret formula. 

Does keto work? What about avoiding food after 6pm, intermittent fasting, ‘clean eating’, no refined carbohydrates, 
kale juice for dinner, Optifast/liquid diets, Whole 30 diet,  alkaline diet, or cutting out a particular food group? Short 
answer – yes. Any of these methods will work if you are in a caloric deficit. The real question you should ask yourself 
here is, “could I do this for the rest of my life?” If the answer is no, then stop right there and ask why. Whatever 
approach you choose must be one you can adhere to long term. 

There is no ‘one size fits all’. What will work best for your friend won’t necessarily work well for you. Some individuals 
may be fine with calorie and macro counting, others will not. In general, what does sustainable mean?

• Enjoyable

• Time-efficient

• Cost-effective

• Flexible (for example, accommodating social life)

• Integrated into your lifestyle 

• Easy – the strategy should feel easy when life stress is low, and not contribute significantly  
 to the burden when stress is high

• Minimal willpower needed for adherence 

What characteristics do the successful 5% share?

• Practice some form of conscious restraint. For example –  eating out less, or reducing portions

• Self-monitoring in some way. For example – tracking bodyweight or food intake.

• Regular enjoyable exercise

• Strong focus on the long-term goal, and not looking for short-term quick fixes or instantaneous gratification

• Supportive social networks

• Mindful or flexible eating. This includes avoiding labelling food as “clean” or “dirty/naughty”, which attaches morality  
 to food alongside guilt and shame. This “black and white” thinking often coincides with “all or nothing” thinking,   
 which contributes to binging.

• Limiting snacking

• Eating balanced meals regularly which are rich in vegetables, protein and wholegrain  
 carbohydrate sources

• Managing stress as best as possible

• Getting adequate sleep and sleeping earlier

A note on intuitive eating

If weight loss is the goal, true intuitive eating is contradictory. The true principles of intuitive eating firmly go against 
intentional body weight/shape changes. Intuitive eating accepts the body shape and weight for what it naturally is,  
and chooses to reject the dieting mentality entirely, focusing instead on making peace with food, honouring hunger 
and fullness signals, and engaging in behaviours which promote health and happiness. That is not to say intuitive  
and mindful eating principles cannot be of benefit to you, should you choose to lose weight. 
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Portion control 

Paying closer attention to your portion sizes is one method you might adopt when trying to manipulate weight. It is 
important to note that no one food will result in weight gain or loss. 100g of carbohydrates has the same calories as 
100g of protein.  

One way to help control portion sizes and calories is to use a smaller plate, bowl or container to serve your food in. 
A general guide for this is using a plate that is <25cm wide, from edge to edge. Research shows that approximately 
5% of Australians meet their recommended daily serves of fruit and vegetables (2 and 5 respectively). This is an easy 
target to focus on by aiming to make vegetables half of your meal. Being very low calorie yet filling, vegetables will 
naturally aid weight loss and satiety if this is the goal. 

You may aim for 1½ -2 cups of cooked vegetables, or 2-3 cups of salad or raw vegetables at a meal. 

This may look like:

Generally, your carbohydrate portion should reflect how active you are. Approximately 25% of your meal should be  
a carbohydrate-rich food if you are moderately active. Ideally, these carbohydrates should come from more ‘complex’, 
higher fibre sources such as beans, lentils, chickpeas, wholegrain bread, quinoa, buckwheat or brown rice to name  
a few!

An adequate serve of carbohydrates for a moderately active person may look like:

Protein requirements are highly individual and heavily depend on your goals and existing muscle mass. For those who 
are weight-training, or aiming to gain muscle or lose fat, your protein-rich food should make up ¼ to ½ of every meal. 
Counterintuitive to common thought, protein requirements are highest when losing weight.
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This may look like:

Putting all of this into practice might look like the following:

 
      (Images from Baker IDI – ‘Plating It Up’ handout)

Meal frequency

Contrary to popular belief, eating meals more frequently (eg: 5 or 6 meals per day) does not speed fat loss or 
metabolism. However, eating more frequently may decrease overall hunger and improve appetite control when you 
are in a calorie deficit. If you are prone to binge-eating or grazing (thereby eating more than intended), knowing your 
next meal is coming soon may help to stave off these eating patterns.  Additionally, eating meals more frequently 
allows you the opportunity to better distribute your protein intake. This is especially important if aiming to gain muscle, 
or maintain your muscle when losing fat. 

On the other hand, eating more frequently may result in unintentionally over-consuming calories throughout the course 
of the day, unless kept in check. Additionally, it is often very impractical to carry 20 Tupperware containers in your 
handbag as you go about your day. 

Like most things, there is no ‘one size fits all’. Ultimately the right meal frequency comes down to your goals, 
preferences and lifestyle. 


